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Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a technique for studying brain ac=vity by measuring the magne=c fields 
induced by electrical currents generated in neurones. Currently, the devices that allow MEG have strong 
limita=ons such as their opera=on, size, ambient condi=ons and cost. The project pursues the development 
of an integrated magnetometer using the proper=es of diamond color centers, in par=cular, the nega=vely 
charged nitrogren-vacancy centers or NV centers [1][2][3][4]. They are especially interes=ng because of 
their unique proper=es for high resolu=on magnetometry. The spin of the electron that is enclosed within 
the defect can be manipulated at room temperature. Leveraging its proper=es, the goal is to develop a 
wearable magnetometer, that allows high spa=al and =me resolu=on and operates at room temperature. 

The long-lived spin states and op=cally detected magne=c resonance allow a high sensi=vity with 
nanometer scale spa=al resolu=on. 

We have demonstrated, using a diamond single crystal, manipula=on of the electron spin, polariza=on and 
read out using a microwave antenna. The microwave field is used to manipulate the orienta=on of electron 
spins through the electron-spin resonance tuned by an external magne=c field. The electron spin is 
op=cally ini=alized using laser radia=on and the photoluminescence spin-readout return from NV centers 
provides the informa=on about the applied magne=c field. 
As part of the roadmap to an integrated device, in the next steps we will miniaturise the device and 
inves=gate the way to fabricate the material using annealing and irradia=on of a polycrystalline diamond 
wafer. 
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Figures 

Figure 1:  Due to the Zeeman effect, under an external magne=c field, the energy level splits resul=ng in the shijing of the 
PL in the op=cally detected magne=c resonance (ODMR) spectrum. 
 

Figure 2: Photoluminescence spectra for an NV spin ensemble embedded in a single crystal diamond (red) and a 
polycrystalline diamond (blue). The typical luminescence curve represen=ng the intensity as a func=on of the wavelength 
with the zero phonon lines (ZPL) and the phonon sidebands. 


